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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Semantic Priming and Hemispheric Processing Differences

For almost two centuries, it has been known that there are hemispheric differences in language processing. One of the most intriguing details about the human brain is the fact that there are two hemispheres, each of which is dedicated to specialized processing. At one point, it was believed that only the left hemisphere was specialized for language processing. However, recent research, using a variety of techniques, has shown that the right hemisphere is also involved (Beeman, 2005; Beeman & Chiarello, 1998; Bogen & Gazzaniga, 1965; Bradshaw & Nettleton, 1983; Bryden, 1982; Chiarello & Church, 1986; Chiarello et al., 1990; 1992; 2001; 2003; 2005; Gazzaniga & Sperry, 1967; Hellige, 1993; Kimura; 1967; Sperry, 1964; Sperry & Gazzaniga, 1967; Sperry, Gazzaniga, & Bogen, 1969; Zaidel, 1978; Zaidel & Peters, 1981). Therefore, the objective of the present research was to investigate further the extent of differences in hemispheric processing for language using semantic priming.

Semantic priming is a common method used to investigate the lexical-semantic processes involved in memory. The process of semantic priming functions under the principle that semantically related concepts are closely linked in a network, whereas distantly related concepts are either connected indirectly or not at all (Collins & Loftus, 1975; Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971; Schvaneveldt & Meyer, 1973; Neely, 1977).
Therefore, when a word is recognized, its representation is triggered, (i.e., made more available for processing), and this activation spreads through the network to other semantically related words. This triggering of activation serves to facilitate the subsequent recognition of other semantically related items. Consequently, a priming effect occurs if a target stimulus is processed faster or more accurately when it is preceded by a semantically related prime stimulus, (e.g., apple-orange), as compared to a semantically unrelated prime-target pair, (e.g., apple-car) (for review see Neely, 1977; 1991).

Neely (1977) identified two different types of priming (i.e., automatic and controlled). Both types of priming depend on varying the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) (i.e., length of time between the onset of the prime stimulus and the onset of the target stimulus). Automatic priming occurs under conditions when the prime-target interval is shorter than 400 ms or when a small number of related primes and targets are used in the experiment (Fischler, 1977; Fischler & Goodman, 1978; Neely, 1977). Automatic priming prevents or discourages the participant from actively using the prime word as an “aid” for lexical access and thus, is believed to be an unconscious process (Neely, 1977). In contrast, controlled priming occurs under conditions when the prime-target interval is longer than 400 ms or when a larger number of related primes and targets are used in the experiment (Fischler, 1977; Fischler & Goodman, 1978; Neely, 1977). Controlled priming allows the participant to use the prime word as a “clue” which directs attention and thus, is believed to be a conscious process (Neely, 1977).
Automatic and controlled priming provide an elegant and flexible technique for investigating hemisphere asymmetries, because short SOAs serve as a method for tracing how words are linked/stored, whereas long SOAs serve as a method for investigating lexical processing strategies.

Among the most prominent researchers to investigate lexical-semantic processing within the brain’s two hemispheres are Chiarello and colleagues (Beeman & Chiarello, 1998; Chiarello, 1985; Chiarello & Church, 1986; Chiarello et al., 1990; 1992; 2001; 2003; 2005). Chiarello’s research has shown that both hemispheres do not process lexical-semantic information in the same manner. Chiarello’s conclusions have come from combining semantic priming with one of the most widely used behavioral methods for testing hemispheric processing, the divided visual field (DVF) technique (Beaumont, 1982, Fassbinder & Tompkins, 2006). The DVF technique involves the presentation of a stimulus either to the left or the right visual field. Since each visual field is processed by the contralateral hemisphere, stimuli presented in the left visual field (LVF) are processed by the right hemisphere (RH), and stimuli presented in the right visual field (RVF) are processed by the left hemisphere (LH). Subsequently, any visual field effects are interpreted as reflecting differences in hemispheric processing (Beaumont, 1982; Beeman & Chiarello, 1998).

Using both semantic priming and the DVF technique, Chiarello (1985) tested the hypothesis that when a long SOA is used, (i.e., controlled priming), the left hemisphere would show greater priming for both semantically and phonologically related prime-
target word pairs. Chiarello also hypothesized that when a short SOA is used, (i.e., *automatic priming*), the right hemisphere would show greater priming for both semantically and orthographically related word pairs. In the experiment, the relationship between the prime and target words was varied. There was either a semantic relationship (e.g., *inch-yard*), phonological relationship (*juice-moose*), or orthographic relationship (e.g., *beak-bear*). The results of the study showed that when a long SOA was used, semantically similar words produced higher degrees of priming in the RVF/LH; phonologically similar words produced equivalent priming in both visual fields; and orthographically similar words produced greater LVF/RH priming. In contrast, the results for the set of experiments using a short SOA showed equivalent priming effects in both visual fields for semantically similar words; phonologically similar words showed greater RVF/LH priming; and orthographically similar words showed greater LVF/RH priming. Chiarello suggested that because semantic priming occurred in both visual fields in the short SOA condition, the right hemisphere has access to semantic information, but only under automatic priming conditions. Chiarello further suggested that, because of the equivalent priming in both visual fields for phonologically similar words, but only in the long SOA condition, phonological processing necessitates inter-hemispheric transfer of LVF/RH stimuli to the left hemisphere. The results also showed the right hemisphere to be superior to the left hemisphere for tasks involving visual-orthographic processing of letters and words. Other studies using similar methods and
contrasting long and short SOAs have found similar results (Beeman et al., 1994; Burgess & Simpson, 1988; Michimata, 1987; Nakagawa, 1991).

Chiarello, Senehi, and Nuding (1987) investigated whether the semantic networks of the two hemispheres have shared or independent access to concrete and abstract words. It was hypothesized that because concrete words contain higher amounts of associated imagery features than abstract words, the right hemisphere’s superiority for imagery processing would bias it and result in greater priming for concrete words. Therefore, if the right hemisphere’s semantic network consists only of concrete words, then semantic priming should be smaller in the LVF/RH vs. the RVF/LH. The results of a lexical decision task supported the hypothesis by showing that in the long SOA condition, (i.e., controlled priming condition), abstract prime words produced less priming for target stimuli presented to the LVF/RH than to the RVF/LH. Conversely, in the short SOA condition, (i.e., automatic priming condition), equivalent priming in both visual fields was found for both word types. Chiarello et al. argued that, because controlled priming is a consciously directed process, it is a predominant processing function of the left and not the right hemisphere. This argument is based on the fact that, in the long SOA condition, abstract prime words facilitated performance in the RVF, but inhibited performance in the LVF. Chiarello et al. further argue that, because automatic priming is an unconscious process it is a processing function common to both hemispheres. This argument is based on the fact that both concrete and abstract prime words showed equivalent visual field priming effects in the short SOA condition. Additional studies investigating the how
different classes of words are accessed within each hemisphere, (e.g., nouns vs. verbs and high frequency words vs. low frequency words), have found comparable results (Abernethy & Coney, 1993; Burgess & Simpson, 1988; Chiarello, Richards, & Pollock, 1992).

Chiarello, Burgess, Richards, and Pollock (1990) hypothesized that location of the prime word would influence processing speed such that laterally displayed prime words would influence both hemispheres independently. They hypothesized that centrally displayed prime words would induce a sharing of information between hemispheres and therefore, result in a classic RVF/LH processing advantage. It was also hypothesized that the degree of semantic relationship shared between the prime and target words would influence processing. In their first experiment, using a lexical decisions task, they varied the location of prime word presentation (i.e., central or lateral) as well as varying the degree of semantic relatedness of the prime and target words (e.g., similar only, deer-pony, associated only, bee-honey, and both similar and associated, doctor-nurse). The results showed that an overall RVF/LH processing advantage was not observed. However, when the prime words were centrally located, a RVF/LH advantage was obtained. Thus, activation initiated by a single hemisphere is not immediately shared. Chiarello et al. (1990) suggested that the use of centrally located prime words allows the inferior hemisphere to recruit assistance in processing from the superior hemisphere. Furthermore, the processing differences between the left and right hemisphere indicated that the left hemisphere is faster at responding to highly associated word pairs, (e.g.,
doctor-nurse), whereas more distantly related word pairs, (e.g., deer-pony), only showed priming in the right hemisphere. Chiarello et al. further suggested that the semantic processing abilities of the left hemisphere operate in a focal manner with rapid selection of one meaning and suppression of other potential candidates. In contrast, the semantic processing in the right hemisphere involves more diffuse activation spreading to a broader range of semantic candidates over an extended time course. These conclusions were supported in a second experiment in which prime words were either dominant or non-dominant category exemplars. The results from Experiment 2 showed that the right hemisphere was more sensitive to distant relationships than was the left hemisphere.

Additional studies contrasting degree of word relatedness and prime-target location have found comparable results (Chiarello & Richards, 1992; Chiarello, Maxfield, & Kahan, 1995; Richards & Chiarello, 1995).

In summary, both semantic priming and the DVF technique have contributed towards our understanding of how lexical-semantic memory is processed by the left and right hemisphere. As a result, this research has led to the development of two behaviorally based viewpoints. However, only a few studies have attempted to connect together the two behavioral perspectives (e.g., Chiarello, Liu, Shears, Quan & Kacinik, 2003; Koivisto, 1997, 1999; Koivisto & Laine, 2000; Richards & Chiarello, 1995; Shears & Chiarello, 2003). Therefore, the purpose of the present research was to bridge the gap between the two theoretical viewpoints, by investigating the strong possibility that there
are hemispheric differences in semantic priming for words learned early in childhood and words learned later in life.
CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

BEHAVIORAL PROCESSING THEORIES

There are two prominent behavioral theories used to explain hemispheric processing: 1) the depth of processing approach and 2) the inhibitory time course approach (e.g., Beeman, 2005; Cohen, 1973; Efron, 1990; Kimura, 1973; Kinsbourne, 1975; Moscovitch, 1979; Semmes, 1968). Behavioral theories, which take the depth of processing perspective, suggest that the left and right hemisphere process information in distinctly different ways. The depth of processing approach views the left hemisphere as being a focal, analytically based serial processor, whereas the right hemisphere is viewed as being a holistically based, parallel processor (Beeman, 2005; Efron, 1990; Kimura, 1973; Semmes, 1968). It has been argued, by Chiarello et al. (2005), that the differential specialization within each hemisphere is advantageous for the maintenance and control of each hemisphere’s respective functions. Thus, with regards to language processing, the left hemisphere is specialized for performing functions that require fine discrimination and the temporal sequencing of stimuli, (i.e., syntax). In comparison, the right hemisphere is specialized for the processing of the emotional and visual features of language, (i.e., orthography).

In contrast to the depth of processing theory, the inhibitory time course perspective suggests that both hemispheres have the capacity to perform identical processing functions, although they do not (Cohen, 1973; Fassbinder & Tompkins, 2006;
Kinsbourne, 1975). According to this perspective, the two hemispheres process information simultaneously. The simultaneous processing is performed by each hemisphere as a result of one hemisphere, (i.e., the language dominant hemisphere) inhibiting the activity of the opposite hemisphere and by both hemispheres processing different characteristics of the same stimulus (Kinsbourne, 1975; Moscovitch, 1973). Moreover, the inhibitory time course view predicts that after initial broad activation of a word’s features or meanings by the left hemisphere, the left hemisphere then focuses processing on the core meaning of a word through inhibition or decay of less related or inconsistent features and/or interpretations of the word. As a result, only strongly related meanings are maintained for further processing in the left hemisphere. During this early phase of language processing, the left hemisphere initiates processing, but at the same time the left hemisphere is actively inhibiting the right hemisphere from performing any processing. After the left hemisphere shifts its processing strategy from the initial broad approach to the more focalized approach, it releases the right hemisphere from its inhibitory state. Once released from its inhibitory state, the right hemisphere begins the processing of weakly related features or meanings of words in order to keep them available for possible processing later on (Cohen, 1973; Fassbinder & Tompkins, 2006). The prolonged activation of word meanings in the right hemisphere is thought to facilitate the processing of unexpected interpretations or metaphors (Anaki, Faust, & Kravetz, 1998; Kacinik & Chiarello, 2007).
STUDIES TESTING THE BEHAVIORAL PROCESSING THEORIES

Even though several features of the two behavioral theories have been widely accepted, there have been no satisfactory explanations suggested. Fassbinder and Tompkins (2006) addressed the unsatisfactory explanations for the two accounts as resulting from: 1) a lack of evidence indicating how the information is combined in order to provide a single percept (i.e., depth of processing approach) and 2) how the brain’s physiology functions with regards to inhibiting hemispheric activity in order to process different characteristics of the same stimulus (i.e., inhibitory time course approach).

Studies that have directly tested the predictions of the two alternative behavioral perspectives have produced mixed results. For instance, Richards and Chiarello (1995), using a pronunciation task, compared the visual field priming patterns across different SOAs (i.e., less than 250 ms and more than 750 ms), for directly associated (e.g., wine-grape) and indirectly associated (e.g., beer-grape) word pairs. The comparison of different SOAs was done in order to determine whether the hemispheric activation is differentially modulated over time. It was hypothesized that if the left hemisphere only activates a small set of highly related information, whereas the right hemisphere activates a wider set of associated information, (i.e., depth of processing approach), then at all SOAs, priming for both types of word pairs in the LVF/RH would occur, although priming for the directly associated word pairs would occur only in the RVF/LH. Moreover, no priming for indirectly associated word pairs would be observed in the RVF/LH, regardless of SOA. It was further hypothesized that if the left hemisphere initially activates distant relations, but over time, inhibits such irrelevant information
from being processed, (i.e., inhibitory time course view), then priming for the indirectly associated words pairs would occur at the shortest SOA, but not at the longest SOA in the RVF/LH. Moreover, no priming would occur for the directly associated word pairs in the LVF/RH, regardless of SOA. The results showed no support for either hypothesis, because priming was found for both directly and indirectly associated word pairs at both short and long SOAs. Richards and Chiarello suggested that the right hemisphere appears to activate associated information as rapidly and for the same duration as the left hemisphere (C.F., Chiarello et al., 2003; Shears & Chiarello, 2003).

In contrast, Koivisto (1997) reported evidence supporting the inhibitory time course approach. Koivisto, using similar methods and stimuli as Richards and Chiarello (1995), found that in the shortest SOA condition, (i.e., 165 ms), priming effects occurred in the RVF/LH, but not in the LVF/RH. However, at the longest SOA, (i.e., 750 ms), there was no priming in the RVF/LH, whereas a priming effect was found in the LVF/RH. As a consequence, Koivisto concluded that initial priming occurs in the left hemisphere whereas over time, priming in this hemisphere decreases or becomes reduced. Meanwhile, priming in the right hemisphere was absent initially, but increased over time or became uninhibited. Therefore, because this pattern is incongruent with the predictions of the depth of processing view, Koivisto suggests that the processing activity of both hemispheres operates according to the inhibitory time course processing view. Subsequent studies have reported finding similar results (Koivisto, 1999; Koivisto & Laine, 2000).
GAZZANIGA’S LANGUAGE LATERALIZATION HYPOTHESIS

The approach of the present research was not only influenced by the two behavioral explanations, but also by anatomically based theories. Anatomical theories of lateralization are primarily supported by the physiological developmental of the brain (Gazzaniga, 1974; Geschwind & Behan, 1982; Geschwind & Galaburda, 1985; Ringo et al., 1994). One of the most prominent lateralization theories was proposed by Gazzaniga (1974).

Gazzaniga’s lateralization hypothesis is based on the physiological development of the corpus callosum. Gazzaniga suggests that, because the corpus callosum is not fully mature during early development, infants and young children will only establish hemispheric dominance for language after the age of 4. Therefore, prior to the age of 4, both hemispheres would function as two independent parallel decision systems, both of which have language processing capabilities. According to Gazzaniga, the dual language processing capabilities established in both hemispheres are a manifestation of two things: 1) the slow maturation of the corpus callosum and 2) the rapid maturation of the language areas in both the left and right hemisphere. The combination of these two developmental patterns would essentially cause the young language learner to have two equally functioning brains (Gazzaniga, 1974; 1983). Based on his anatomical study of postmortem brains, Gazzaniga proposed that a hemispheric specialization for language would not begin to develop until the corpus callosum begins to fully myelinate, starting after the age of 4. Gazzaniga further proposed that, because there is a lack of lateralized specialization between the left and right hemisphere, words acquired early in life, (i.e., prior to the age of 4), would be bilaterally represented in the brain. Subsequently,
because the left hemisphere specialization for language would have begun to be established, words learned after the age of 4 would be represented in the left hemisphere.

**BEHAVIORAL STUDIES TESTING GAZZANIGA’S HYPOTHESIS**

Gazzaniga’s hypothesis has been supported by numerous physiological studies focusing on brain development and the corpus callosum (Brizzolara, et al., 1994; Chi, Dooling, & Gilles, 1977; Dehaene-Lambertz, Hertz-Pannier, & Dubois, 2006; de Schonen & Mathivet, 1989; Dorsain-Pierre et al., 2006; Geschwind & Levitsky, 1968; Paus, et al., 1999; Pujol et al., 2002; Pujol et al., 2006; Turkewitz, 1988). However to date, only two behavioral studies have directly tested Gazzaniga’s hypothesis (i.e., Bowers & Kennison, 2008; Ellis & Young, 1977).

In a DVF experiment, Ellis and Young (1977) compared processing for words learned early in life, (i.e., prior to the age of 4) and words learned later in life, (i.e., after the age of 7). All words were balanced across the variables of word frequency, imageability, and familiarity. According to Gazzaniga’s hypothesis, one would expect to find only a RVF/LH processing advantage for words learned later in life. In contrast, it is expected that an equivalent visual field processing advantage would be found for words learned early life. The results of the study showed that overall, words were named more accurately when presented to the RVF/LH than the LVF/RH. More importantly, Ellis and Young did not find any hemispheric differences for the processing of words learned either early or later in life.

Since 1977, numerous studies have shown that age of acquisition (AoA) is an important variable in language processing (for a review see Juhasz, 2005). Research on
AoA began in the early 1970s with the seminal work of Carroll and White (1973). These researchers showed that based on self-report ratings, the approximate age at which specific words were learned influenced the processing of those words later in life. In order to determine this finding, participants were shown pictures and instructed to name them as quickly as possible. The results showed that AoA was a stronger predictor of naming times for pictures than word frequency. In a later study, Gilhooly and Gilhooly (1979) extended the interest in AoA research by showing how early acquired words were produced more often than late acquired words in a lexical memory tasks. More recent studies have found AoA effects in a variety of language processing tasks, including lexical decision (Gilhooly & Gilhooly, 1979; Morrison & Ellis, A. W., 2000; 1995; Stadthagen-Gonzalez, Bowers, & Damian, 2004), semantic categorization (Brysbaert et al., 2000; Ghyselinck, Custer, & Brysbaert, 2004), picture naming (Ellis, A. W., & Morrison, 1998; Morrison, Ellis, A. W. & Quinlan, 1992), word naming (Brown & Watson, 1987; Morrison & Ellis, 2000; 1995), bilingual word translation (Bowers & Kennison, 2006; Hirsh, Morrison, Gaset, & Carnicer, 2003; Izura & Ellis, 2004), and fixation durations during sentence processing (Juhasz & Rayner, 2003).

Because of the large numbers of studies that have shown AoA effects, Bowers and Kennison (2008) revisited the Ellis and Young’s (1977) findings. Bowers and Kennison identified three areas in which the methodology used by Ellis and Young (1977) could be improved. First, Bowers and Kennison measured both accuracy and reaction time, whereas Ellis and Young (1977) measured only word recognition (percent accuracy in reporting the word). Second, Bowers and Kennison tested a larger number of participants (i.e., 64) than Ellis and Young (1977) (i.e., 20). Lastly, Bowers and
Kennison used a larger set of materials than Ellis and Young (1977). Bowers and Kennison used 80 words, (i.e., 40 early AoA words and 40 late AoA words), whereas Ellis and Young used a total of 40 words, (i.e., 20 early AoA words and 20 late AoA words). In accordance with Gazzaniga’s (1974) proposal, Bowers and Kennison hypothesized that there would be hemispheric differences for early and late AoA words such that there would be greater right hemisphere involvement for early AoA words than late AoA words. The result of the accuracy measurements replicated the findings from Ellis and Young (1977) such that no differences in visual field processing were found for either early or later AoA words. However, the results from the reaction time measurements showed significant hemispheric differences for the processing of early and late AoA words. For early AoA words, the mean reaction time was faster in LVF/RH, but only when stimulus items were not blocked by semantic categories, (i.e., when items were randomly selected from one of four semantic categories and presented). Moreover, the mean reaction time was faster in RVF/LH, but only when stimulus items were blocked by semantic categories, (i.e., when items were presented in groups based on semantic category). For late AoA words, the mean reaction time was faster in RVF/LH when the stimulus items were not blocked by semantic categories, whereas no significant difference in the mean reaction time was found for either visual field in the semantically blocked condition. As a result, the overall findings were not consistent with Gazzaniga’s (1974) hypothesis, because early AoA words showed processing effects in the LVF/RH, but only when presented randomly. It was only after manipulating the context of presentation that early AoA words were found to be processed faster in the RVF/LH. Likewise, late AoA words exhibited faster processing in the RVF/LH, but only when
presented in the random condition, whereas when these same words were blocked by semantic category, they showed no visual field processing advantages.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

The purpose of the present experiment was to determine whether there are hemispheric differences in semantic priming for the processing of early and late AoA words. Using a DVF task, participants viewed letter sequences presented either to the left or right visual field. The experimental task consisted of participants performing lexical decision judgments. In this study, two hypotheses were tested using a short SOA condition of 250 ms, (i.e., automatic priming), and a long SOA condition of 750 ms, (i.e., controlled priming). It was hypothesized that semantic priming in the left and right hemisphere would be different for early and late AoA words. Three outcomes were possible. One possibility, as suggested by Gazzaniga (1974), predicts that early AoA words would show equivalent semantic priming in the two hemispheres, whereas, semantic priming would occur only for late AoA words when they were presented to the left hemisphere. A second possibility, as suggested by Bowers and Kennison (2008), predicts that early AoA words would show greater semantic priming in the right hemisphere, while late AoA words would show greater semantic priming in the left hemisphere. A final possibility is that the pattern of semantic priming in the left and right hemisphere would not differ for early and late AoA words over both SOAs. The second hypothesis compared the depth of processing hypothesis and the inhibitory time course hypothesis. Therefore, if support was found for the depth of processing hypothesis, then one would expect to find that the pattern of semantic priming in the left
and right hemisphere would be similar, regardless of SOAs. In contrast, if support was found for the inhibitory time course hypothesis, then one would expect to find that priming would occur only in the left hemisphere for the short SOA condition. Moreover, in the long SOA condition, the priming effect would shift and occur only in the right hemisphere.
CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

PARTICIPANTS

Sixty-four undergraduates (32 men and 32 women) enrolled in psychology courses at Oklahoma State University participated in exchange for course credit. The mean age of the participants was 22.7 years ($SD= 4.1$). All participants were native speakers of American English and right-handed, (as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, Oldfield, 1971).

MATERIALS

Forty-eight target words (24 early AoA and 24 late AoA) were selected for the experiment. The AoA ratings for these words were obtained from Bowers and Kennison (2006) or from the MRC psycholinguistic database (Wilson, 1988). The overall mean AoA for words in the early AoA condition was 2.24 ($SD= .34$), which corresponds to an actual age of 3 to 4 years of age. Likewise, the mean AoA for words in the late AoA condition was 4.13 ($SD= .51$), which corresponds to an actual age of 7 to 8 years old. In addition, all words were matched on number of letters and printed word frequency (Francis & Kucera, 1982), familiarity (Gilhooly & Logie, 1980; Toglia & Battig, 1978), imageability, (Chiarello, Shears, & Lund, 1999), as well as number of orthographic neighbors (Medler, & Binder, 2005). A summary of these characteristics for target words is displayed in Table 1.
For each target word, related and unrelated prime words were selected. These words were matched on number of letters and printed word frequency (Francis & Kucera, 1982), familiarity (Gilhooly & Logie, 1980; Toglia & Battig, 1978), imageability, (Chiarello, Shears, & Lund, 1999), as well as number of orthographic neighbors (Medler, & Binder, 2005). Ratings for the semantic relatedness of these prime words to the target words were obtained from a rating study which involved 15 undergraduate participants. The participants provided semantic ratings for a list of 140 prime-target word pairs. For each word pair, participants rated on a scale from 1 to 7, the degree of relationship that existed between the word pairs. On this scale, “1” indicated the word pairs were not related (e.g., *apple* and *car*) and “7” indicated the word pairs were highly related (e.g., *sugar* and *salt*). The related prime-target pairs had a mean rating above 5, whereas the unrelated prime-target pairs had a mean rating below 2. A summary of these characteristics for the prime words is displayed in Table 2. The appendix contains a list of target and prime words used in the experiments.

Because prime and target words appeared in the same visual field, filler words were used to ensure that half of the trials involve successive trials in the opposite visual field. Forty-eight word pairs, (i.e., 96 words), appeared in the opposite visual field, half in the left and half in the right. The ninety-six filler words were randomly intermixed with the experimental items. Furthermore, in order to ensure that half of the trials should involved a “no” response; 192 nonword fillers were used. The nonword fillers were pronounceable and orthographically legal nonwords, created by changing a single letter of a word that was not part of the experimental list. All words and non-words were within the range of three to six letters in length.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

Stimulus presentation was performed on a computer with a 15 inch viewing screen. The collection of responses was controlled by E-Prime (version 2.0 Beta 1.0, Schneider, Eschmann, & Zuccolotto, 2002). All stimuli were presented horizontally in uppercase characters using Courier New 18-point font. When displayed, the stimuli subtended .8° vertical visual angle, while the innermost letters were displayed 2.2° - 3.1° of horizontal visual angle. Participants were seated 60 cm in front of the computer screen and instructed to place their heads comfortably into a headrest, which was used to stabilize their head position. Participants were instructed to focus on a cross whenever it appeared on the screen. Participants were also instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possibly to whether the presented letter strings formed a legitimate word in the English language. Participants responded by depressing the “A” or “L” key on a standard computer keyboard. For half, the “A” key indicated a word response, and for the other half this response was reversed.

Participants were tested in a single session. Participants first completed a practice block of 20 trials in order to become familiar with the task. The experimental procedure involved participants viewing 384 experimental trials. The 384 trials were subdivided into two experimental test lists consisting of 192 trials. Each of the test lists contained an equivalent number of “yes” word “no” nonword responses. To counterbalance for relatedness, the two test lists included 24 related, (i.e., 12 in each visual field), and 24 unrelated word pairs, (i.e., 12 in each visual field). Within the test lists, half of the critical prime-target pairs were presented to the LVF and half to the RVF. Every prime-target pair was unique and no stimuli were repeated within the test lists. The primes and
targets for the critical pairs always appeared in the same visual field, (i.e., LVF related prime-target and LVF unrelated prime-target). Likewise, half of the word-nonword trials and all of the filler word pairs were displayed in the opposite visual field, (e.g., LVF prime and RVF target word or nonword). This was done in order to ensure that target location could not be predicted on the basis of the prime location. The order of stimulus presentation was independently randomized for each participant. Eight counterbalancing lists, (i.e., four for the short SOA condition and four for the long SOA condition), were used in order to ensure that each prime and target word appears equally often in the LVF and RVF. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight counterbalancing lists. All counterbalancing lists contained an equal number of participants.

Each trial began with a central presentation of a black fixation cross for 400 ms. After a 50 ms blank interval, the fixation cross was displayed in red for 50 ms then after another 50 ms blank interval the cross reappeared in black for 400 ms. The use of these steps served to draw the attention of the participant to the center of the display screen at the onset of each trial, because this progression sequence gives the appearance of a flickering fixation cross. The prime word was displayed for 100 ms. Following the presentation of the prime word, the central fixation cross reappeared either for 150 ms, (for the short SOA condition), or 650 ms, (for the long SOA condition). Subsequently, a target was displayed for 150 ms. Following the presentation of the target, the fixation cross would reappear and remain on the screen for 125 ms.
CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Accuracy for participants’ responses was calculated. Participants were incorrect about 14.4 percent of the time in the short SOA condition and 20.9 percent of the time in the long SOA condition; error rates did not differ significantly across conditions for either SOA, $F_s < 1$. All incorrect response times were removed from the dataset. Data trimming was performed on all correct response trials in which reaction times were three standard deviations from the participants’ mean response time. This trimming eliminated 5.3 percent of the total dataset, (i.e., 3.2 percent of the dataset in the short SOA condition and 2.1 percent of the dataset in the long SOA condition). The percentage of trimmed trials did not differ significantly across conditions for either SOA, $F_s < 1$. Mean reaction times and standard errors for correct responses are displayed by condition in Table 3, along with the priming effect observed in each condition. In all analyses to be reported, participants were treated as the only random factor. Stimulus items were treated as fixed effects, because the stimuli were restricted and did not constitute a random sample of words (Clark, 1973). Participants’ mean reaction times for correct responses were analyzed using an analysis of variance (ANOVA). A 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 split-plot ANOVA was conducted with three within-participant factors, each having two levels: AoA (early vs. late), visual field (left vs. right), and target (unrelated to the prime vs. related to the
prime) along with one between-participant factor having two levels: SOA (short vs. long)².

The results indicated that there were differences in hemispheric processing for early and late AoA words. This analysis found that participants were faster to judge words in the early AoA condition than words in the late AoA word condition, resulting in a significant main effect of AoA (849 ms vs. 870 ms, respectively), $F(1,62)= 4.69, p = .03$, $\eta^2 = .07$. There was a trend toward the classic right visual field advantage (848 ms vs. 871 ms, respectively); however, the effect of visual field was not significant $F(1,62)= 3.16, p = .08$, $\eta^2 = .05$. The main effect for target (i.e., related vs. unrelated) was not significant, $F < 1.30$. More importantly, the four-way interaction involving AoA x visual field x target x SOA was significant, $F(1,62)= 4.06, p = .04$, $\eta^2 = .06$. On the other hand, the three-way interaction of AoA x visual field x target was not significant, $F < 1.60$, which suggests that the four-way interaction was due to the changes occurring over time.

Due to the theoretical significance of the time-course manipulation, planned comparisons were conducted on the priming effects for both within as well as across each SOA condition. Moreover, priming effects were calculated for each condition by subtracting the response times for unrelated prime-target word pairs from the response times for related prime-target word pairs. These results are displayed in Figure 1. For the short SOA condition, there were no significant contrasts, $F$s < 1.90. For the long SOA condition, significant differences in priming strength were found to occur between the conditions in which early AoA words were presented in the LVF/RH and late AoA
words presented in the LVF/RH, (85 ms vs. -34 ms, respectively), $F(1,31) = 4.11, p = .05, \eta^2 = .12$. This pattern suggests that the priming effects occurred in the right hemisphere for early AoA words, but not for late AoA words. Furthermore, within the long SOA condition, significant differences in priming strength were found to occur between the conditions in which early AoA words were presented in the LVF/RH and early AoA words presented in the RVF/LH, (85 ms vs. -57 ms, respectively), $F(1,31) = 5.92, p = .02, \eta^2 = .16$. This pattern suggests that in the right hemisphere, there is greater priming for early AoA words than for early AoA words in the left hemisphere. No other comparisons approached significance, $ps > .05$. 
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the hypothesis that there are hemispheric differences in semantic priming for early and late AoA words. The results supported this hypothesis by demonstrating that in the short SOA condition there were no statistically significant priming effects observed for early or late AoA words in either hemisphere. In contrast, at the long SOA condition, early AoA words showed priming effects only in the LVF/RH, whereas late AoA words were found to show priming effects in no other experimental condition except for in the RVF/LH. Overall, these results suggested that the two hemispheres process early and late AoA words differently over time.

The results of the present study differ from the results obtained by other studies that have directly examined the two prominent behavioral theories used to explain hemispheric processing of language (Richards & Chiarello, 1995; Chiarello et al., 2003; Shears & Chiarello, 2003; Koivisto, 1997, 1999). Chiarello and colleagues found similar priming patterns taking place in both visual fields and in both the short and the long SOA conditions (Chiarello et al., 2003; Richards & Chiarello, 1995; Shears & Chiarello, 2003). Comparable results were found in the present study, because nearly equivalent priming patterns were observed to occur in both visual fields in the long SOA condition. However, in contrast to Chiarello’s findings, the present study did not find significant
priming effects occurring in any visual field at the short SOA condition. Moreover, the present study did not observe identical priming patterns for early and late AoA words in the long SOA conditions. Even though priming was found to occur in both visual fields in the long SOA condition; priming was only found to occur for early AoA words in the LVF/RH and late AoA words in the RVF/LH. Therefore, the results from the present study, similar to the conclusions by Chiarello and colleagues, demonstrate no irrefutable support for the inhibitory time course approach.

The present study’s results also differed from those results observed by Koivisto, (1997, 1999). Unlike Chiarello and colleagues, Koivisto found that in the short SOA condition, priming effects occurred in the RVF/LH, but not in the LVF/RH. However, in the long SOA condition, no priming was found in the RVF/LH, whereas a robust priming effect was found in the LVF/RH. Comparable results were found in the present study because, in the long SOA condition, a robust priming effect occurred in the LVF/RH, for early AoA words. However, in contrast to Koivisto’s findings, the present study did not find significant priming effects in the RVF/LH, at the short SOA condition. Moreover, in the long SOA condition, the present study found priming effects occurring in the RVF/LH, for late AoA words. As a consequence, the results from the present study, similar to the conclusions by Koivisto, demonstrate no irrefutable support for the depth of processing approach.

The failure to find statistically significant priming effects in the present study’s short SOA condition may be due to differences in experimental designs. Studies by
Chiarello and colleagues as well as Koivisto repeated prime words such that related prime-target items were re-paired to create unrelated critical trials. In the present study, no prime words were repeated such that the prime words for related target items were different than the prime words used for the unrelated critical trials. It is plausible that priming asymmetries vary with procedure changes.

Overall, the results from the present study do not unanimously support either the depth of processing approach or the inhibitory time course approach. Consequently, because prior research by Chiarello and colleagues as well as Koivisto has not co-varied words based on AoA, one could easily posit that the prior findings, along with their conclusions, must be cautiously considered. More importantly, the main effect of AoA found in the present study and the prior work of Bowers and Kennison (2008) both provide support for the idea that there are hemispheric differences for the processing of early and late AoA words. Together, the findings from these two studies have important implications. First, the results from both studies are of key importance because they show hemispheric processing differences for early and late AoA words. This finding is a major step towards proposing a hypothesis which is designed to bridge together the physiological and behavioral explanations for language lateralization. Second, the results from both studies provide new insights into the overwhelming importance that not all types of words are processed similarly by both hemispheres and that AoA is a significantly influential variable.
One way to conceptualize early and late AoA words would be to view these two word categories as representing semantic concepts arranged within a connectionist network. In this connectionist framework, early AoA words would constitute the base foundation level of semantic knowledge, because these words are learned first, (i.e., prior to the age of 4), and therefore encompass a broad range of semantic information. The reduced specificity of early AoA words would make them a lower order of processing function within the semantic network and as a consequence, early AoA words would be easier to activate. In connectionist terms, excessive ease could decrease the time required for the semantic system to settle into a stable pattern of activation, and this could facilitate the onset of priming under some conditions. Similarly, late AoA words would constitute the top level of semantic knowledge, because these words are learned later in life and as a result are comprised of a more concentrated and a more narrowly focused core of semantic information. The increased specificity of late AoA words would make them a higher order of processing function within the semantic network, which in turn would cause these words to be more difficult to activate. Hence, with late AoA word pairs, considerably more time will be required for the system to settle into a stable pattern of activation. Thus, when there is a great deal of semantic overlap between successive words, such as with the early AoA word pairs, the semantic “signal” is particularly strong and could be hypothesized to functionally minimize hemisphere differences in the onset of meaning activation relative to situations in which there is considerably less meaning overlap between prime and target words, such as occurs with the late AoA associate word
pairs. Taking this proposed view of early and late AoA into consideration, there are aspects of the present study’s findings that can be explained in terms of both behavioral processing hypotheses.

According to the depth of processing approach, when the right hemisphere processes a lexical item it weakly activates a larger semantic field, as compared to the left hemisphere, which activates a stronger, but more focalized core within the semantic field. The activation of a larger semantic field allows the right hemisphere to activate more distantly related semantic associates, which makes the right hemisphere more sensitive to these weaker relationships, as compared to the left hemisphere. As a consequence, the depth of processing approach would predict that, because of the broad array of semantic features associated with early AoA words, greater priming would occur in right hemisphere, as opposed to the left hemisphere. Moreover, because of the more concentrated and more narrowly focused core of semantic information that exists between late AoA words, less priming would occur in the right hemisphere, as opposed to the left hemisphere.

As predicted by the depth of processing approach, the present results showed an increased priming effect, which was found to occur at the long SOA for early AoA words in the LVF/RH and not in the RVF/LH. Likewise, the results also showed increased priming occurring for late AoA words in the RVF/LH and not in the LVF/RH. However, in contrast to the predictions made by the depth of processing approach, the present results found no priming effects in either the LVF/RH or the RVF/LH, at the short SOA.
condition. The results from the short SOA condition are not predicted outcomes by the depth of processing approach, because the left and right hemisphere are not viewed as having identical processing specialties.

In contrast to the predictions made by the depth of processing approach, the inhibitory time course approach makes different predictions. According to the inhibitory time course approach, both hemispheres process information simultaneously, although, harmonized processing is performed as a result of the language dominant hemisphere (i.e., left hemisphere) inhibiting the activity of the opposite hemisphere. Thus, after initial broad activation of distantly associated semantic features, (i.e., early AoA words), by the left hemisphere, the left hemisphere then shifts its processing approach towards the processing of word meanings which have a more concentrated and highly focused core set of semantic features, (i.e., late AoA words). As a result, early AoA words would show priming effects in the left hemisphere at the short SOA condition, but at the long SOA condition, only late AoA words would show priming in this hemisphere. After the left hemisphere shifts its processing strategy, it releases the right hemisphere from its inhibitory state. Once released from its inhibitory state, the right hemisphere begins the processing of word meanings that consist of weakly related or distantly associated semantic features of words, (i.e., early AoA words). This shift in processing patterns results in the RVF/LH showing a reduced priming effect at the long SOA condition for early AoA words, as compared to the robust priming effect in the LVF/RH, for early AoA words at the long SOA condition.
As predicted by the inhibitory time course approach, the present study found priming, at the long SOA condition, for early AoA words in the LVF/RH. In addition, priming was found to occur for late AoA words in the RVF/LH, but only in the long SOA condition. However in the short SOA condition, the present study found no significant difference in priming for early AoA words in the RVF/LH than in the LVF/RH. This pattern is not a predicted outcome of this approach, because the left hemisphere is perceived to be initiator of word processing, focusing on broad meanings. Consequently, in the short SOA condition, the left hemisphere is thought to inhibit the right hemisphere from performing any initial processing. Hence, the lack of priming observed to occur for early AoA words in the left hemisphere is not a plausible effect. In addition, the near equivalent priming, observed to occur in the long SOA condition, for early AoA words in the right hemisphere and late AoA words in the left hemisphere are not predicted outcomes. According to this approach, once the right hemisphere is released from inhibition, it begins to process the broad meaning of words, which results in greater amounts of priming, as compared to the left hemisphere, which has been processing word meanings the entire time.

The results of this study confirmed the hypothesis that the prior conflicting results were related to differences in AoA. Nevertheless, in order to accommodate the non-predicted outcomes of the present study, both behavioral explanations require a minimal revision. The revision involves taking features from both hypotheses and combining them into one explanation. The new explanation would view the processing capacities of
the two hemispheres similar to the way the depth of processing approach proposes. Therefore, the left hemisphere is viewed as being a focal, analytically based serial processor, whereas the right hemisphere is viewed as being a holistically broad based, parallel processor. However, instead of both hemispheres maintaining these separate processing strategies throughout the entire process; this new explanation suggests that in the initial stages of processing, both hemispheres will process words using a broad based approach. A subsequent switch in processing strategies would take place after initial processing is complete, through which both hemispheres would use separate processing strategies. Furthermore, this new explanation would incorporate the view of the inhibitory time course approach such that both hemispheres would process information simultaneously. However, instead of inhibition from the language dominant left hemisphere being initiated at the beginning stages of word processing; this new explanation suggests that the inhibition would be a delayed processing strategy instituted later on.

As a result, this new explanation would predict that in the initial stage of word processing, both hemispheres will begin processing by activating the broad based meanings of words, (i.e., early AoA words). After processing has been initiated, the left hemisphere would then shift its processing focus towards the processing of the core meanings of words. This shift is a result of the left hemisphere moving from a broad based approach towards a focal based, serial processing approach. In addition to this shift in processing strategies by the left hemisphere, the left hemisphere will actively
inhibit the right hemisphere from changing its processing strategy. As a result, only late AoA words are maintained for further processing in the left hemisphere. At the same time, the right hemisphere maintains and enhances the processing of weakly related, broad based meanings of words, (i.e., early AoA words). By the right hemisphere maintaining and enhancing early AoA words, this allows the meanings associated with these words to be quickly accessed and processed, by the left hemisphere, if a reinterpretation is required, (e.g., in metaphors or unexpected interpretations).

Therefore, in the long SOA condition, this processing shift will result in early AoA words only being primed in the LVF/RH and late AoA words only being primed in the RVF/LH.

The next step in this program of research will be an attempt to replicate these findings in an experiment using the same materials and design. However, unlike the present study, which used prime and target words that appeared in the same visual field, this next experiment will present prime words in the opposite visual field to their respective target words. The results are expected to show that in the short SOA condition, early AoA words displayed in the LVF will prime early AoA words displayed in the RVF and vice versa, but no priming will be observed for late AoA word in any order. In contrast, in the long SOA condition, no priming is expected to be found. This replication would demonstrate that the present results in the short SOA condition are reflective of how words are linked/stored in the two hemispheres and that the results in the long SOA are reflective of the lexical processing strategies used by both hemispheres.
In sum, the present results showed that AoA influences the semantic processing of the left and right hemisphere. Specifically, in the short SOA condition, priming was found to occur for early AoA words in both visual fields. Moreover, no priming effects were found to occur, in either visual field, for late AoA words. Conversely, in the long SOA condition, early AoA words showed priming in the LVF/RH, whereas late AoA words showed priming in the RVF/LH. These results support the view that an asymmetry exists between how early and late AoA words are processed in the brain. Therefore, this study can be a springboard for guiding our understanding of how AoA works in formulating memory representations for concepts and lexical items. Understanding the nature of how memory representations function in the left and right hemisphere is important to the development of future theories which address hemispheric processing of language. Therefore, the results of this study have the potential to motivate the direction of future investigations and add to our knowledge of hemispheres processing. Obtaining such detailed knowledge may, in turn, contribute to our understanding of developmental disorders, the influence of early brain development and the consequence that aging has on our brains.
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# APPENDIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early AoA</th>
<th>Late AoA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prime</td>
<td>Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cheek</td>
<td>chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>butter</td>
<td>cheese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coat</td>
<td>glove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>puppy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knee</td>
<td>elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apple</td>
<td>grape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbit</td>
<td>frog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egg</td>
<td>bacon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoke</td>
<td>cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corn</td>
<td>carrot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dirt</td>
<td>mud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deer</td>
<td>goat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime</td>
<td>Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plate</td>
<td>bowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheep</td>
<td>lamb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoe</td>
<td>boot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salt</td>
<td>sugar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toilet</td>
<td>sink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orange</td>
<td>lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kitten</td>
<td>lion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duck</td>
<td>bird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork</td>
<td>spoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shirt</td>
<td>pants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milk</td>
<td>juice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Footnotes

1 The second predicted result is based on the results found to occur in the random condition of the Bowers and Kennison (2008) study.

2 Preliminary analyses investigated the possibility of significant interactions involving either sex differences, counterbalancing lists, or response hand. Since none were found, these variables were not considered any further.
Table 1

Summary of Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) Characteristics for Target Words in Early and Late AoA Conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Early AoA</th>
<th>Late AoA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AoA</td>
<td>2.30 (.29)</td>
<td>4.12 (.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F &amp; K Word Frequency</td>
<td>17.25 (15.84)</td>
<td>17.29 (29.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imageability</td>
<td>5.95 (.21)</td>
<td>5.84 (.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td>5.55 (.35)</td>
<td>5.57 (.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Size</td>
<td>6.00 (5.24)</td>
<td>6.08 (5.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters</td>
<td>4.54 (.78)</td>
<td>4.87 (.90)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

Summary of Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) Characteristics for Related and Unrelated Prime Words in the Early and Late AoA Conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Early AoA</th>
<th>Late AoA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prime</td>
<td>Unrelated Prime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AoA</td>
<td>2.16 (.38)</td>
<td>2.27 (.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Frequency</td>
<td>24.79 (15.67)</td>
<td>24.16 (20.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imageability</td>
<td>5.98 (.24)</td>
<td>5.93 (.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td>5.68 (.37)</td>
<td>5.47 (.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood</td>
<td>6.13 (4.04)</td>
<td>6.17 (5.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters</td>
<td>4.63 (.88)</td>
<td>4.67 (.96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

*Mean Response Times (and Standard Error) by Visual Field, SOA, and Relatedness Condition.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Short SOA (250 ms)</th>
<th>Long SOA (750 ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early AoA</td>
<td>Late AoA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related</td>
<td>780 (24)</td>
<td>806 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated</td>
<td>796 (30)</td>
<td>808 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priming</td>
<td>+16 (18)</td>
<td>+2 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related</td>
<td>735 (45)</td>
<td>784 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated</td>
<td>751 (30)</td>
<td>759 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priming</td>
<td>+16 (22)</td>
<td>-25 (23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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